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CODE OF CONDUCT 

 
INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE 
In performing your duties, it is expected that you will avoid by word, action or public lifestyle, 
anything which is contrary to the teachings and values of the Catholic Church. 
 
You have a responsibility to meet the standards of professional and ethical behaviour required by 
The Trustees of the De La Salle Brothers [the Trustees], the public and the Catholic community.  
 
You must familiarise yourself and comply with the mission, vision, values, policies, procedures and 
guidelines of the Trustees (Attachment A). In the absence of policy, for clarification of policy, or, if 
faced with a policy which is at variance with your own view, you should discuss the matter with an 
appropriate manager to resolve the issue. 
 
This Code of Conduct sets out the standards of conduct and personal behaviour required of you. 

 
SCOPE 

This Code of Conduct applies to all personnel (including employees, volunteers, religious and 
contractors) so that they can meet professional and ethical standards of behaviour and act in 
accordance with the mission, vision and values of the Trustees 

 
CODE DETAILS 

A. Legal Compliance 
 You must comply with legislation, regulations and standards relevant to your position, 

(and always act in accordance with your legal duty of care). This includes but is not 
limited to, legislation relating to industrial relations, privacy, discrimination and 
occupational health and safety. 

 

B. Professionalism and Ethics 
 In the performance of your duties, you are required to comply with this Code of Conduct 

and maintain professional and ethical behaviour at all times 
You must respect the dignity, rights and views of others by: 

 listening to and seeking to understand different points of view (this does not 
necessarily mean agreeing with the point of view); 

 respecting cultural, ethnic and religious differences; 
 acknowledging the genuine contributions that others make in meeting the 

Trustees’ mission; 
 expressing constructive feedback that is considerate and moderate in its tone; 
 being courteous, sensitive, and considerate to the needs of others; 
 being honest in communications; 
 actively managing workplace conflict involving yourself or employees under your 
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supervision to create positive and constructive outcomes; 
 informing people of their rights and entitlements where appropriate; 
 working co-operatively and collaboratively with others to achieve common goals 

and a harmonious work environment; and 
 supporting the personal and professional development of employees under your 

supervision  
C. Ethics 
 You will perform any duties associated with your position diligently, impartially and 

conscientiously, to the best of your ability. You will: 
 maintain, and improve the skills, knowledge and competencies required for your 

position; 
 keep up to date with advances and changes in the body of knowledge and the 

professional and ethical standards relevant to your area of expertise; 
 exercise care, responsibility and sound judgement when carrying out your duties 

and conform to the principles of natural justice; 
 ensure procedural fairness is followed in all processes; 
 maintain adequate documentation to support any decisions made; 
 undertake to be mentally and physically fit to carry out your employment 

responsibilities at all times, refrain from carrying out your duties if under the 
influence of alcohol, any illegal substance, or any drug which impairs your 
performance or poses a safety risk to yourself or others; 

 not tolerate dishonest behaviour by colleagues or others 
 not take or seek to take improper advantage of any official information gained in 

the course of employment 
 not take improper advantage of your position to benefit yourself or others; and  
 not allow personal political views/affiliations or other personal interests to 

influence the performance of your duties or exercise of responsibilities. 
 

D. Compliance with Lawful Direction 

 You will recognise legitimate authority within the Trustees. You will carry out the 
reasonable directions of management. Failure to do so may result in disciplinary action, 
including the termination of employment. 

 

E. Conflict of Interest 
 You have an obligation to ensure that there is no actual or perceived conflict between 

your personal interests and professional duties. In general, if any personal advantage is 
obtained or may be perceived to be obtained, there is potential to bring your actions into 
question. 
As a rule of thumb, a good test to apply to difficult situations would be for you to ask how 
you would react if all staff were informed of your conduct or behaviour. If you would feel 
uncomfortable then you should seek advice prior to proceeding. 
Some examples where conflict of interest will or may arise follow; these have been 
categorised into three main types. 

1. Activities which automatically result in a conflict of interest and therefore must be  
avoided 

 acting as a supplier (either in a personal capacity or through your business) of 
goods or  services to the Trustees, yourself, or anyone you deal with in a 
professional capacity; 

 being involved anywhere in the purchasing process when an associate’s 
business is the supplier of goods or services; and 
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 being a member of an interview panel where your spouse, partner or near 
relative is an applicant. 

In the example given above, the position you hold in the organisation is significant and it 
is inappropriate for you to delegate the arrangements to a subordinate and expect that 
any conflict is automatically removed. 
 

2. Activities which will result in an actual or perceived conflict, unless formal 
procedures are followed, for example: 
 accepting a discount on a personal purchase from a business you deal with in 

your professional capacity; 
 providing private paid services in your own time, for which you are already 

being paid by the organisation; and 
 accepting gifts, including hospitality, which may be linked to or be perceived as 

a link to the letting of a contract or tender. 
In these types of cases, it is important for you to declare your interests to a manager who 
should ensure the processes are documented and transparent to the community and all 
interested parties. 

3. Activities where a conflict of interest may occur or be perceived, depending on the 
circumstances, for example: 
 assessing external applications for community use of the Trustees’ conference 

facilities when you are an active member of the local book society which is 
looking to book the facilities 

You have an obligation once you become aware that there is, or may be, a 
potential conflict between your personal interest and professional duty (whether 
real or apparent) to immediately inform a manager and seek guidance on how or if 
to proceed. 

In general, it is not necessary for you to obtain permission to be involved in voluntary or 
unpaid activities. However, where a conflict of interest arises between these activities 
and official responsibilities, you have an obligation to raise the issue with your manager. 

 

F. Acceptance and / or Giving of Gifts or Benefits 

 It is expected that you will never solicit any gifts or benefits. Nor should you accept gifts 
or benefits either for yourself or for another person which might in any way, either directly 
or indirectly, compromise or influence you in your professional capacity. 
Gifts of a nominal value generally used for promotional purposes or moderate acts of 
hospitality offered as a genuine “thank you” by a client may be accepted by you as long 
as they have not been solicited. 
Gifts or hospitality offered as an inducement to purchase, provide information or treat 
favourably are not acceptable regardless of their monetary value. Examples of 
inducement include a recruitment agency offering theatre tickets for each temporary 
person employed. Gifts such as a Christmas hamper for work allocated to a consultant 
should be shared or, if a singular gift (such as a box of chocolates) should be made 
available for consumption at a work function. Consideration should also be given to 
donating such gifts to charity. 
Acceptance of gifts and hospitality is a matter of judgement for you, as an employee, 
however, you must be satisfied that your position will not in any way be compromised or 
appear to be comprised by acceptance of the gift or hospitality. If accepted, you must 
consider what is ‘reasonable’ and, if made public knowledge, how would you be 
perceived, what may be the impact upon your personal or professional reputation, and 
how might it impact upon future dealings with clients, stakeholders and contractors 
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G. Reporting of Improper Conduct 
 You have a responsibility to report immediately to a relevant senior staff member any 

suspected cases of improper conduct 
 
 
 
 

H. Secondary Employment 

 Full-time employees must have approval in writing from the Office Manager prior to 
engaging in any secondary employment or business activity, including a family company. 
Part-time employees are entitled to work in a secondary capacity outside the Trustees 
provided the Office Manager is informed if there is a possibility of a conflict of interest 
that could adversely impact on the Trustees financial position, services, clients or the 
Trustees standing in the community. Where requested by the employer, a part-time 
employee will provide details of any secondary employment 

 

I. Management of Resources 

 You must use agency resources economically and ethically. Agency resources include 
finances, facilities, equipment, vehicles, and any other property which is the responsibility 
of the Trustees. You have a duty to ensure that the Trustees’ resources are used only for 
their intended purpose; are well maintained and secured against theft or misuse. 
You are fully accountable for the use of the Trustees’ work time and resources. You 
should not use work time or resources for an outside interest or personal gain; examples 
include the development of a new commercial idea or writing a book. 
You have a duty to report any improper use, waste or abuse of resources, corrupt or 
fraudulent conduct or inadequate administration or accountability 

 

J. Protected Disclosures 

 In reporting any improper use, fraud, waste or abuse of resources, corrupt or fraudulent 
conduct, inadequate administration or accountability you are entitled to seek support and 
protection when making disclosures, and to be notified of the action taken or proposed in 
relation to the disclosure. 
 
You are not entitled to protection for disclosures which, on investigation, are found to be 
vexatious or malicious allegations; you may be liable for disciplinary action as a result. 

 

K. Confidentiality 

 The Trustees’ employees must not divulge, either during employment or after leaving the 
Trustees any confidential information gained as an employee of the Trustees that could 
adversely affect the Trustees. 

 

L. Working with Children 

 The Trustees and the relevant child protection legislation requires personnel working 
with children and young people (being those under 18 years of age) to demonstrate at all 
times the utmost respect for the child/young and not do anything that would harm or 
otherwise injure them, nor expose them to potential situations where they may be 
harmed. 
Personnel should pay particular attention to ensure: 
 Children/young people are not given alcohol, tobacco or illicit drugs under any 
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circumstances 
 Appropriate language is used at all times; this means no swearing, no 

intimidating belittling words, and no inappropriate conversations (via any medium) 
 Children are not neglected, i.e. a failure of supervision or attending to the needs 

of a child through indifference or carelessness 
 
 Physical contact is restricted to appropriate contact, usually initiated by the 

child/young person, that which is required/necessary in the course of providing 
medication, or other age-appropriate support to the child/young person 

 Under no circumstances should inappropriate contact with a child or young 
person of a sexual nature occur. This includes but is not limited to: 

a. unwanted and inappropriate touching 
b. inappropriate conversation of a sexual nature 
c. suggestive remarks or actions 
d. possession, viewing or making of child publications which are sexually 

suggestive or of a sexual nature or otherwise inappropriate 
e. jokes of a sexual nature 
f. sexual exhibitionism 
g. personal correspondence without parental knowledge and permission 
h. deliberate exposure of children to sexual behaviours, conversations, etc 

 

Breaches of this Code 
Where breaches of this code are reported and proven (on the balance of probabilities), appropriate 
remedial action will be taken. In the case of unintentional and less serious breaches this may 
involve counselling, retraining or other disciplinary action. In more serious cases, termination and 
reporting to the relevant external agency, including police where appropriate, may apply. 

 
Interaction with other policies of the Trustees 
This policy shall be read and interpreted in conjunction with the existing policies and procedures of 
the Trustees. In particular, it is expected that the following policies are read and regularly reviewed: 

 Grievance 
 Discrimination, Bullying and Harassment 
 Email and Internet 
 Code of Conduct 
 Occupational Health and Safety 
 Performance Management 
 Recruitment 
 Discipline and Termination  


